LESSON ORGANIZER

UNIT OR BACKGROUND
- Word Problems
- Solving Math Problems
- Algebraic Equations
- Long Division
- Logic Math

LESSON MAP
- Start of Task Analysis
- Elements of Solving Word Problems

LESSON TOPIC
Word Problems
- Main Idea
- Question
- Important Facts
- Using the clues in a text to solve a math problem
- Select Strategy
- Solve
- Answer & Explain

DISCUSSION: Relationship – 1) Lesson to Unit AND 2) Importance of Lesson to Daily Life
1) Solving word problems is a type of way to solve math problems.
2) Budgeting, planning for trip

Self-Test Questions (Evaluation):
- Did I get the main idea?
- Did I find the questions?
- Did I find the important facts?
- Did I select a strategy?
- Did I solve?
- Did I get an answer that makes sense & I can explain?

Tasks/Strategies:
- Strategy MQFSSA
- Tape – practice strategy
- Use color – practice sheets